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The progress in various fields of natural sciences is closely connected with the development and utilization of new sources
of electromagnetic radiation. Wide prospects are offered if ondulatory radiation sources are used in practice. Both the
ondu~ator and synchrotron radiation are capable of covering a wide spectral range, from submillimeter waves to hard
}'-radlati?~. Ondulatory radiation differs from the synchrotron radiation by higher intensity, directivity, mono
chromaticIty a~d .degree ~f polarization. There is also a possibility of operational changes in polarization modes of
ondulatory radIation. BaSIC consequences of ondulatory-radiation theory are considered here. The requirements of the
par~~ete~s of ondula~orsand the characteristics of charged-particle beams are discussed. Some experiments on electron
radIatIon In a magnetic ondulator installed in a straight section of a synchrotron orbit are described.

INTRODUCTION

As a rule, the development and utilization of elec
tromagnetic radiation sources with improved para
meters stimulate the progress in various fields
of natural sciences. From this point of view, an
obvious interest to the ondulatory radiation (OR)
has been growing in recent years. The OR source
includes a relativistic charged-particle accelerator
or storage ring and an ondulator. The ondulator is
commonly considered as a unit, where under the
effect of an external electromagnetic field the
relativistic charged particles are forced to oscillate
periodically relative to the uniformly moving
center. The oscillatory travel of particles is ac
companied by electromagnetic radiation at Dop
pler frequencies.

V. L. Ginsburg proposed in 1947 the use of fast
particle radiation in practice. 1 In the early 1950's
H. Motz,2 K. Landeker,3 and others worked on
development and realization of this idea. At the
same time, H. Motz introduced the term ondulator
(from the French, ondulation or wiggling).t The
hope to obtain sufficient radiation power was due
to the use of an electron beam formed as a series of
the bunches'with length of the order of the radiated
wavelength. H. Motz and collaborators4 used the
output electron beam of a linear accelerator at an

t More recently these systems have been called "wigglers".
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energy of 5 MeV and a current of 10 rnA per pulse.
They achieved generation of coherent radiation in
the millimeter wavelength range at a pulse power
about 1 W, the magnetic field in ondulator har
monically changing in magnitude. The non-coher
ent OR in the submillimeter and optical range of
wavelengths was studied in Refs. 4 and 5. The
electron sources here were linear resonance ac
celerators of energy 3 to 100 MeV. The OR from
an electron beam extracted from a synchrotron at
3.6 GeV was experimentally studied in Ref. 6.
Reference 7 discusses the detection of induced
radiation of relativistic electrons in the ondulator.
Interest in the non-coherent radiation of particles
in ondulators has grown as well with the increase of
research work on applications of synchrotron
radiation of ultrarelativistic particles.

The use of electrons at energies up to some
hundreds of GeV can make it possible (due to OR)
to cover the entire frequency band from sub
millimeter wavelengths to the hard ('-radiation
(inclusive). Compared to synchrotron radiation
(SR), the OR has higher intensity, directivity,
monochromaticity, degree of polarization and the
capability of operational change of polarization
mode. Several experiments have been made to date
on electron radiation in a magnetic ondulator
installed into a straight section of the orbit at the
"Pakhra"synchrontron.8,39An installation ofondu
lators is being planned as well in the straight sections
of storage rings, both in presently operating
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I BASIC PROPERTIES OF OR

ones9 ,10 and in storage rings projected as dedi
cated sources of synchrotron radiation. II

-
13 It is

promising to consider use of ondulators from
high-energy electron beams obtained at the largest
proton accelerators. 14

The OR theory is developed in Refs. 15-26, 40.
Some features of OR are considered in Refs. 27-29.

The basic properties of non-coherent OR, pos
sible modifications of ondulators, OR source
characteristics for helical ondulators and their
applications are considered in the present work.
Some experiments on observation of ondulatory
radiation from a synchrotron orbit are also
reviewed.

Let us consider the radiation of an ultrarelativ
istic particle, where y = (Ejmc 2

) ~ 1 and E and m
are the energy and the particle mass, which per
forms forced oscillations at frequency 0 while
traveling along the ondulator axis. The radiation
of such a particle is mainly concentrated in a small
cone of angle ~(J ~ 1jy relative to its velocity
direction. The radiation characteristics depend
significantly on the relation between the size of
interval and the maximal bending' angle a of the
particle velocity vector in the ondulator field. In
the case of a sinusoidal trajectory,

eHmAoa = -- (1)
nmc2 y'

where Ao = 2nf311 cjO is the period of particle oscil
lation /311 c is the particle velocity along the ondu
latQr axis, averaged over the period of the on
dulator, and H m is the magnetic-field amplitude.
Note that the relation of a to the interval

~e(:e = ~y)
is not dependent on the particle energy.

If the bending angle of the particle velocity
vector is much less than ~(J(ay ~ 1), the radiation
of the entire trajectory will be in a small interval
of the angle around the direction of travel. In this
case, the radiation of a particle is similar to that
of a rapidly moving dipole. For harmonic oscilla
tion, the radiation frequency, determined by the
Doppler effect, is

(3)

where (J is the angle between the observation
direction and the ondulator axis. It follows that
for a particle at relativistic longitudinal velocity
(1 - P

I1
~ 1), the radiation frequency W t observed

at small angles relative to the ondulator axis
considerably exceeds the oscillation frequency 0
of the particle.

The relation (2), which is true for an infinjtely
long ondulator single-valuedly combines the radi
ation frequency WI and the observation angle (J. In
the approximation under consideration, only the
first harmonic at the maximum frequency W 1m =
20y2 is radiated.

In case of non-harmonic oscillations (for ex
ample, a particle traveling in a piecewise-constant
magnetic field), an uneven harmonic radiation
takes place. An increase of the relative length of
intervals free from magnetic field in an ondulator
results in an increase of the highest-harmonic
radiation. 1 S, 16

The radiation spectrum form in a dipole ap
proximation (ay ~ 1) is specific for each ondulator
and does not depend on the magnitude of the
magnetic field. 1s ,16,19 The spectral intensity of OR
spectrum sharply falls at frequencies greater than
the first harmonic. This property allows one, in
principle, to make threshold detection of par
ticles. 1s ,16

In a real case, the ondulator has finite length
L = KAo, where K is the number of periodicity
elements, so the radiation-pulse duration at an
observation point is also finite. This results in
widening the radiation spectrum line in the direc
tion on (J by19

~W
-~-

Wk - kK'

where Wk = kW I and k is the harmonic number.
The intensity of a spectral line is proportional to

the number of periodicity elements K. Note that
at a fairly large K(K > 10), the radiation spectrum
integrated over all directions differs slightly from
the radiation spectrum in an infinitely long
ondulator. 1S ,16

When the condition of dipole radiation is
violated, the oscillation amplitude increases and
the mean velocity of a particle along the ondulator
axis decreases. In a coordinate system where the
particle is on the average at rest, its travel becomes
relativistic and, as a consequence, radiation in the
highest harmonics is increased. In this case, the OR
spectrum depends on the electromagnetic-field
magnitude. With the decrease of longitudinal

(2)
o

W 1 =
1 - /311 cos (J'
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velocity /3/1 C, the radiation frequency of the kth
harmonic decreases compared \vith the dipole
approximation.

In the maximum permissible case, the cxy ~ 1
radiation at an observation point is defined only
by trajectory portions where the particle velocity
vector bends at an angle ro..; lly relative to the
observation direction, which is ro..; 21cxy of the whole
ondulator length. The' OR spectrum integrated
over angles resembles in its form the SR spectrum,
but at a fixed angle, the spectrum distribution is
different because the interval between the neigh
boring OR harmonics is rather larger than that in
the SR spectrum. The polarization- OR character
isticsalso differ considerably from those of SR. 19

,23

For an ondulator in a straight section of a
storage ring, the particle radiation intensity per
unit solid angle near the ondulator axis is 2K
times higher than the SR intensity in the same solid
angle with the same magnetic fields on the storage
ring orbit and in the ondulator.

An important feature of the ondulator is that
there is available an optimal field value of cxy ~ 1,
when the radiation intensity on the first harmonic
per unit solid angle is maximum. 1S ,16,19

The optimal field magnitude depends in each
case on the type of particle trajectory in the ondula
tor. The trajectories can be divided into two classes,
flat trajectories (the simplest case is a sinusoidal
trajectory) and trajectories similar to a helix
(helical trajectories). The radiation character
istics significantly differ.

In the first case, the radiation of a particle in the
direction along the ondulator axis consists of a set
of harmonics and is fully polarized at a given
frequency irrespective of field magnitude. When
observed in an arbitrary direction, only the orienta
tion of the OR polarization plane changes. It
essentially differs from SR. In case of helical
movement in direction e = 0, only the first
harmonic polarized over the circle radiates.

When the fields are near the optimal value, the
main part of radiation intensity is in the first
harmonic. In this case, the halfwidth of the OR
spectrum integrated over the angles is much less
than that of SR. The above circumstance and the
linear nature of the spectrum in the observation
direction simplify considerably the task of pre
liminary monochromatization and filtration of
radiation. If the condition of optimal generation
if followed, the spectral OR intensity at WI m rather
exceeds the SR spectral intensity at the same
frequency.

The spectral and angular-radiation character
istics for both types of travel are considered in
detail in Refs. 19, 21-23. The characteristics of
ondulator magnetic field which are responsible for
such trajectories are also given.

II MAIN TYPES OF ONDULATORS

Let us consider the main types of ondulators.

1) The magnetic ondulator is a series of magnets
located along the axis of the instrument in such a
way that the magnetic-field direction changes by
an angle of 2njn, where n = 2, 3, ... , is an integer,
when one moves to the next magnet. In such
systems, a transverse magnetic field is formed. The
magnitude and direction of the field vary periodic
ally along the ondulator axis.

The magnetic ondulator with alternating-sign
field (n = 2) proposed by H. Motz4 consists of a
set of steel pieces fitted between the poles of
magnetron magnets. An analogous system of pole
pieces fitted in the gap of an electromagnet was
used in Refs. 4, 5 and 6. Magnetic ondulators with
flat single-loop windings are now developed and
manufactured.31,32 Super-conducting magnetic on
dulators are available with fields of H = 4 to 5
T.8

-
13 In a .magnetic ondulator with alternating

sign field, the particle trajectory is in a single plane.
If the magnetic field of the ondulator is described
by an uneven function, the particle radiation will be
then linearly polarized. In particular, it is possible
to design an ondulator so that its field will vary as

H ·· 2n (4)= IHm SIll A
o

Z,

where i is a unit vector perpendicular to the long
axis of the ondulator z. n ~ 3 corresponds1 7,30 to
a magnetic ondulator forming a turning- piecewise
constant field.

2) The simple helical ondulator is a cylindrical
coil which consists of two similar solenoids with
winding pitch ,1,0. The solenoids form a double
helix carrying current in opposite directions, which
shift relatively to each other by a half pitch. 19 The
magnetic field near the ondulator axis varies as

H.. 2n -. 2n= 1H-L SIn T Z + JH-L cos ---,- Z, (5)
o AO

where the sign (-) or (+) reflects the turning
direction of the magnetic field defined by the
direction of winding of the solenoids and the unit
vectors i and j are along the x and y axes respectively.
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TABLE I

Maximum photon energy as a function of particle energy

E (GeV) 3 10 30

5 X 10- 2 0.45 5 45 5 X 102

where Ww is the wave frequency. According to (6)
and (7), ondulators based on electromagnetic
waves have an equivalent periodicity-element
length

where Aw = 2nc/ww is the wavelength of the electro
magnetic wave.

The radiation characteristics in a field with a
plane electromagnetic wave practically coincide
with the radiation characteristics in ondulators
having harmonic fields. 23 The main advantage of
ondulators with electromagnetic waves is the
short equivalent periodicity element length Ilo, and
as a consequence, more hardness of the radiation
generated. The sources of electromagnetic waves

The utilization of such ondulators will permit
achievement of an intense flux of polarized electro
magnetic radiation in a wide spectrum range. The
OR frequency is altered by particle-energy change.

The dependence of the maximum energy of
photons 8y1m (2) radiated in the first harmonic in a
small-field ondulator with Ao = 2 cm upon the
energy of electrons E is given in Table I.

Electron energies near 10 GeV are obtained in
modern linear accelerators, synchrotrons and
storage rings. The energies higher than 102 GeV are
obtained in electron beams at the largest proton
synchrotrons.

4) In ondulators with solenoids and quadrupole
lenses,ts,16,18 unlike the above ondulators, the
oscillation frequency Q decreases with particle
energy increase. With present-day technology of
developing magnetic fields and gradients, one may
achieve too large a period of the ondulator Ao =
2nf311 c/o. corresponding to this frequency. At this
time a value of Ao ~ 102 cm can be achieved at an
electron energy of 1 GeV.

5) Electromagnetic waves.2,3,17,23,33 When an
electromagnetic wave travels counter to a particle
beam, the particle oscillates at frequency

(8)

(7)

The motion of a particle in this case is helical. The
radiation in the optimal generation mode is
characterized by a high degree of circular polariza
tion.

A superconducting modification of a simple
helical ondulator 5.2 m long with a period of
Ilo = 3.2 cm and magnetic field amplitude H 1. =
0.24 T was used in experiments with induced OR.7

3) The universal helical ondulator is a system of
two concentrically located simpl~ helical ondu
lators with equal pitch and opposite direction of
winding. 25 When current is transmitted through
the first or the second coil one can change the
rotation direction of magnetic field and, cor
respondingiy, the radiation polarization. If the
current is passed through the conductors of
both coils, a harmonic field from Eq. (4) (where
H m = 2H1.) can be excited. An alteration of the
current direction in one of the coils results in a
bending of the field vector and, correspondingly,
of the radiation polarization plane by 900

• A smooth
alteration of the magnetic field direction can be
made by bending of one of the coils. Thus, a
universal helical ondulator makes it possible to
change the OR polarization mode in operation.

A common feature of the above-mentioned
ondulators is the periodicity in space of the mag
netic fields produced. The particle-oscillation fre
quency in such ondulators is determined by the
period of magnetic-field alteration Ilo and the
particle velocity p" c

n = 211:/111 c (6)
Ilo

These ondulators may be installed at the output
of linear accelerators,7 in the channels of proton
synchrotron electron beams,14 or in straight sec
tions of synchrotrons or storage rings. 8- 13,30,31
The aperture of the ondulator should exceed the
transverse charged-particle beam dimensions at the
location of ondulator installation. Starting from
this condition and taking into account the practi
calities of modern engineering, one can show that
to obtain magnetic fields exceeding 0.1 T, the
minimal period of ondulator should be Ilo ~ 1 cm.
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where

PII =<= P)1 - (~J.y. (to)

is the full particle-radiation intensity, P.l = f3.l Y is
the scaled transverse particle momentum,

(12)

dl 31 00

dwdO - 4n3KQy4 k~l

x sin
2

2
nKk[(w - Wk)/;VkJ (~)2F

k
«(})

k [(w - wk)lwk] Q
(11)

kQ
Wk =<= 1 _ PII cos () =<= kWl (13)

,2 ( cos f) - PII )2 1 2
Fk«(}) =<= T k(kK) + 1 P () 2: Tk(kK),

- II cos K

(14)

The spectral angular radiation intensity of a
particle traveling helically in an ondulator with
periodicity elements K is23

projection of the particle velocity on the surface
perpendicular to the helical axis. The values f3.l
and PII are defined by the magnetic-field amplitude
and the particle energy

(k = 1, 2, 3, ... ,) is the number of the harmonic
radiated,

may be, for example, masers, lasers and sources of
both non-coherent34 and coherent26 OR.

6) Crystals. The OR can be generated by par
ticles traveling along a crystal atom chain23 or
channeling interplanarly and axially.35

The minimal effective period of an ondulator
made on a crystal base equals the lattice spacing
and is within the limits Ao ~ 2 to 5 A. In the case of
channeling, Ao > 102 to 103 A, and as a rule, is
much less than that in magnetic or helical ondu
lators. As in the case of a quadrupole lens, it is
determined by the value of electric-field gradient
in the crystal and the energy of the particle. The
characteristics of particle radiation in quadrupole
field are considered in Refs. 15 and 35.

Particle radiation in a crystal is very hard. For
example, at E = 10 MeV, Ao = 3 A, the energy of
radiated quantum By1 is comparable with the
electron energy. At By1 > E12, the spectrum and
polarization characteristics of particle radiation
are deteriorating. So, using electrons at some GeV,
the magnitude Ao is selected to exceed the period of
lattice. This is achieved by the corresponding
choice of the angle between the electron velocity
and crysta,l axes.

The polarization of radiation is linear when an
electron travels parallel to the chain of atoms
located on a single straight line or channels inter
planarly. The radiation possesses significant cir
cular polarization36 when the particle motion is
parallel to the helical axis of a crystal having
helicoidal structure or channels axially if the
trajectory is helical.

To obtain polarized quasi-monochromatic y
quanta, the crystals are fitted in electron beams at
the output of linear accelerators or in synchrotron
straight sections near the equilibrium orbit.

d1 f d1k 31 F«(}) (15)
dO = k=l dO = 4ny4 (1 - PII cos ())3'

K = P.l sin f)I(1 - fJ II cos f)), and 1k , T~ are the
Bessel function and its derivative.

From (11), one can see that the particle radiation
in the ondulator at angle () relative to the helical
axis is concentrated at frequencies (13), with the
half-width of the line (3).

If K ~ 1, the angular and spectral particle
radiation distributions are given by25

3 CHARACTERISTICS OF
NON-COHERENT OR SOURCES
BASED ON HELICAL ONDULATORS

Let us consider, as an example, particle radiation in
a standard (normal) helical ondulator. The motion
of a particle in the field (5) formed by such an
ondulator, with proper selection of initial condi
tions, is helica1. 19,22,23

r(t) = iR cos Ot + jR sin Ot + kPII ct, (9)

where k is the unit vector along the z axis, R =
(Ao/2n)(p.lIPII) is the helical radius, and P.l c is the

dI

dw
f d1k = 31~ 4 F(w),

k=1+k' dw 2p" Q y
(16)
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where

00

F(O) = L Fk[Ok(O)], k' = E[O)(1 - PII)/Q],
k= 1 +k'

E(x) is the integer of X., and

Ok(W) = COS-l[~1 (1 - k~)J

The degree ofcircular polarization averaged over
all harmonics of the radiation at frequency 0) and
radiation observed at an angle 0 are correspond
ingly

1 ;, (dlk + dlk -)P(O) = -- f..J - - -
dI/dwk=l+k' dw dw

1 00

= F() L [Fk+(w) - Fk-(w)],
W k=l+k'

1 00 (dlk + dlk -) F(O)
P(O) = dIldO k~l dO - dO = F(O)' (21)

where

where
(22)

00- ,,2£(0) = f..J k (Fk + - Fk -)

k=l

Here the approximate formula

00 2 + K
2

k~lk
2
1k(kK)n(kK) .c::: 8(1 _ K2 )3

is quite convenient, which at K < 0.8 has an
accuracy of ~ 10- 3 .

In the relativistic case 1 - P~ 1, Eqs. (11)-(21)
may be simplified if the longitudinal particle
velocity is relativistic as well, if 1 - PII ~ 1. In this
case, according to (11)-(13), the main part of the
radiated energy is in the region of small angles
110 ~ P.l ~ 1 and high frequencies W k ~ 2kQy2.

Introduce a dimensionless frequency and an
angle accordingly to the relations

(17)

(19)

(18)
qlk P.l sin OT~(kK)

q2k (P/I - cos O)1k(kK)·

We shall describe the optimal generation con
ditions when the first harmonic of spectral-angular
and angular radiation intensity is maximized (see
section 1). According to (11), (14) and. (15) the
maximum of the first harmonic of the angular
intensity is at P.l = 1/Jj, and that of the spectral
angular intensity is at 10,19 P.l = 1. The optimal
magnetic-field magnitude in the first case is

H _ n.j2mc2

.lopt - eA
o

The radiation of a particle traveling on a helical
trajectory is inthe general case elliptically polarized.
The ratio of the half-axes of polarization ellipse of
the radiation kth harmonic is23

The degreeofkth harmonic circular polarization
«+) right, ( - ) left) of radiation is

Then the radiated frequency, the equations for
radiation intensity (11), (15), (16) and the inherent
functions may be written as

1 [ , cos 0 - PII 1 . ]
2

Fu == 2 Tk(kK) ± (1- flu cos O)'K 1k(kK) ·

The functions Fk ± are related to the Fk ratio
Fk = Fk+ + Fk_. ,They define the radiation in
tensity of waves with right and left circular polar
ization

1 ± Pk dlk---
2 dO

k
~km = 1 + pi' (23)

31 k2Fk ±

= 4ny4 (1 - PII cos 0)3
(20)

dI 61y2 F(O)

dO -:;c (1 + pi + 82)3'
(25)
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w

dI
d~ = 61~F(~),

29P.l
K(9) = 1 + Pi + 92 '

K(~) = 2=~ J~[k - ~(1 + pD]

(27)
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Substituting I b for I in (24)-(26), one can deter
mine all the characteristics of OR parallel to the

maximum of radiation intensity is shifted to larger
angles (see Figure 5). From Figures 4 and 3 it
follows that at the optimal field, 50 %of radiated
energy is in the first harmonic. The halfwidth of the
spectrum near the maximal frequency correspond
ing to the first harmonic ~lm = i is ~ 15 %. With
the optimal field, the degree of polarization changes
from - 1 to 0.8 in the frequency range 0~ ~ ~ ~m

(Figure 2).
We have considered above the characteristics of

the OR radiated by a single particle. We shall
express the beam radiation intensity in an ondulator
in terms of the beam current T and the radiation
intensity of a single particle I

3

(26)

2

0,.3

cos e - PII 1 + pi - 92

1 - P" cos e 1 + Pi + 92
'

We show in Figures 1-5 the basic characteristics
of OR calculated from (21), (25), (26). In Figure 3
one can see that at the optimal magnetic field, the
main part of the radiated energy is concentrated
in the vicinity of the direction 9 = 0 in a region of
angular width ~e ~ 1j2y. In this region, P > 95 %
from Figure 4. The degree of circular polarization
changes from P = 1 at 9 = 0 to P = -1 at 9 ~ 1.
In the direction 9 = J 1 + pi, P = O. In this
direction the radiation is linearly polarized. With
an increase of the magnetic-field amplitude, the

FIGURE 1 Spectral distribution of ondulatory radiation
intensity at P-L = 1/J2; - summed radiation, ---radiation
in harmonics.

FIGURE 2 Spectral distribution of circular polarization
degree of radiation at P-L = 1/J2; - summed radiation,
--- radiation in harmonics.
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FIGURE 3 Angular distribution of ondulatory radiation
intensity at P1. = 1/j2; --summed radiation, --- radiation
in harmonics.
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FIGURE 5 Angular distribution of ondulatory radiation
intensity (--) and circular polarization degree (---) at dif
ferent P1.'

particle beam. We can present Eq. (27) in a form
suitable for practical calculations if we take
PI! = 1. Then

Ib(wt) = 3.3 ·10-12y2Hi'<Oe)KAo(m)T(a) (28)

The angular spread and transverse dimensions
of the particle beam10,23,37,4o considerably affect
the characteristics of OR. To determine the OR
properties of a particle beam with angular spread
8b , one should replace 92 by 92

- 9~ in Eqs.
(23) through (26) and average over the spread in
angle.

According to (13) and (23), the angular diver
gence of particles in a beam results in widening the
spectral line (3) when observed in a given direction.
Because of the angular spread, the natural OR
line-width L\~ = ~ml/K in direction 9 = 0 will
increase to

FIGURE 4 Angular distribution of radiation intensity (1) and
circular polarization degree (2) at P1. = 1/j2; -- summed
radiation, --- radiation in the first harmonic.

(29)
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2 2
S cos f) = nRb + - LRb 9,

y

this condition being fulfilled in actual accelerators.
The spectral brightness of the OR source, the

spectral-angular intensity of radiation per unit area
of visual surface of the source,

dlb IB(~, fJ) = d~dfJ S cos fJ, (33)

depends on the dimensions and angular spread of
the beam. Here S is the source surface area.

For a cylindrical beam with radis a, and for
f) ~ 1,

The width of the radiation spectral line will not
change noticeably if

9b ~ 91, = J(1 + pi)/2K (30)

The angular spread 9b results in an increase of
OR angular divergence

1
Jlf) ~ ~ J 1 + pi + 9~ (31)

y

and, correspondingly, to a decrease of angular
intensity and the degree of circular polarization.
At the same time, the OR spectral intensity
integrated over all directions (26) depends only
weakly on 9b •

One may neglect the effect of particle-energy
spread in a beam on the OR properties provided
that

(39)

(41)

where

(9b)
2 (9;)2

x = \9;; , c = \9;, - ..1.
0
(1 + pi)

From (38) it follows that the optimal value of
angular spread with a maximal brightness is de
fined by the roots of the equation

2ex3 + x 2
- 1 = 0

reaches a minimal value at

9b = 9;; = yji (36)

The spectral-angular intensity of an OR particle
beam (32) essentially depends on the angular spread
9b • If the particles in a beam are uniformly distri
buted over angles, the OR intensity at frequency
elm in the direction 9 = 0 has the form according
to (24) and (27)

dlb 1 Ib dI
d~dO (~lm' fJ) = 1 + (9

b
/9;,)2 I d~dO (~lm, fJ)

(37)

Substituting (35) and (37) in (33), we determine
the dependence of the OR source brightness on an
angular divergence of a beam.

1 X

B(~lm' fJ) = neL (l + cx)(l + x 2 )

Ib dI
x I d~dfJ (~lm' fJ), (38)

With the condition c ~ l(e ~ [(1 + Pi)A.o]2y2),
which is fulfilled in electron accelerators and
storage rings at high energies, the solution of
Eq. (39) has the form

x = $ or 9b = J'9;;2.9,,"!. (40)

Then the spectral brightness of the OR source at
elm in direction 9 = 0 is

B ~ 1 + pi Ib~
- 2ne2 y2 K I dedO·

In accordance with (37), the spectral-angular in
tensity of OR will decrease 1 + (9;/91,)4/3 times
compared with the radiation of a parallel beam.
With a decrease of the beam angular spread to
9b ~ 91" its effect on the value of the OR spectral
angular intensity becomes less noticeable, and the
spectral tJt.'ightness (38) decreases no more than
twofold as compared with the maximum value.

(32)
Jly 1
y~K'

L 2

R~ = a2 + R 2 + 2: 9~, (34)
Y

where R is the radius of the helical trajectory of a
particle, and is the ondulator length. Notice that
with fields near optimum or less, one may neglect
the quantity R in (34) when compared with the
beam radius. The beam radius cannot be neglected.

The angular spread 9b and transverse dimensions
of a beam depend on the magnetic-system para
meters of the accelerator or storage ring. In these
systems, the product e = a9b/y, proportional to the
emittance of the particle beam at energy E, remains
constant. In this case, in the direction 9 = 0 the
visible surface of the beam in the ondulator,

S = ~ [e2y2 + (0Y9:] (35)
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From the above considerations, it follows that in
electron storage rings designed as special sources
of SR one should take into account long straight
sections where angular particle spread in a beam is
considerably decreased (a section with a high f3
function).23 Putting a helical ondulator in such a
straight section makes it possible to obtain intense
strongly directional-polarized quasi-monochro
matic electromagnetic radiation.

As an example, we consider radiation of an
electron beam with angular spread 8b 1'-1 8~ in a
helical ondulator placed in a straight section of a
storage ring.

Suppose the ondulator and storage ring have the
parameters

ondulator: ,10 == 2 cm, K == 102
,

H~ = 0.38 T (p~ = ~).

storage ring: E == 2 GeV (y ~ 4 x 103),

T == la, H== 1 T, e == 10- 5 cm-rad.

8b == 8~ ~ 0.1 (Ob == 2.5 x 10- 5), 8~ ~ 0.9.

In this case, a full OR intensity I b == 1.65 kW is
radiated, largely in an interval of angular width
~e ~ 3 x 10- 4 According to (37), the spectral
angular intensity of electron-beam radiation at
frequency

w lm(hw 1m == 1.26 keY, Alm == 0.95 A)
is

dlb 10- 7~
dwdO == 1.12 ?< Hz . sr

According to (38), the spectral brightness of
such OR source

B = 2.2 X 10- 7 . wt 2
Hz·cm ·sr

corresponds to the photon flux in the range of
frequencies dW/(f)lm == 10- 2 per unit area of a
visible surface of the source.

~N == 2.2 x 1025 photon
dtdOdS S· cm2

• sr

This radiation is practically fully polarized. It is
concentrated in a range of angles relatively to the
ondulator axis.

Note that the spectral-angular intensity of
synchrotron radiation of the same beam from a
bending magnet of the storage ring under con
sideration in the same spectral region28 will be
5 x 103 times less.

4 OBSERVATION OF ONDULATORY
RADIATION AT THE "PAKHRA"
SYNCHROTRON

The installation of an ondulator into a straight
section of an electron synchrotron or storage ring
makes it possible to produce an intense OR in a
wide spectrum range due to multiple travel of
accelerated particles in the ondulator field (as
follows from the previous section). However, up to
date, the possibility of construction of such OR
sources has not been yet investigated experi
mentally.

Below are presented some experiments to ob
serve electron radiation in a magnetic ondulator
installed in a straight section of the "Pakhra"
synchrotron orbit.39 The "Pakhra" synchrotron
has the following parameters: maximum energy of
accelerated electrons E == 1.3 GeV, bending radius
of electron trajectory in magnetic field R == 4 m,
number of straight sections 4, length ofeach section
I == 1.9 m, frequency of betatron oscillations:
Vx == 0.785; Vz == 0.836, beam intensity 1012 elec
trons/sec (corresponding to a circulating current
I ~ 30 rnA), frequency of repetition of magnetic
field cycles f == 52 Hz.

The experiment is schematically presented in
Figure 6. The ondulator has 20 elements of
periodicity. The length ofeach element is ,10 == 4 em.
The magnetic field is produced by a single-turn flat
coil containing an uneven number of series-parallel
conductors oriented perpendicularly to the beam
axis. The coil is located in grooves of the magnetic

2

3

1.

1
~() ~-

y

dw
8~ + (1 + pi) -.- ~ 4 x 10- 5

W 1m

FIGURE 6 Layout of the experiment: l-ondulator; 2
bending magnet. of the accelerator; 3-photoplate; 4-quartz
window.
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conductor, made in the form of a ferromagnetic
comb. The coil feeding is pulsed, the maximal cur
rent amplitude being 8 kA and the duration of a
pulse being 2 to 3 nsec. The plane of the ondulator,
facing the plane of equilibrium orbit, is spaced
25 mm from it. The amplitude of the transverse
periodic magnetic field (4) H m decreases wi~h

distance from the plane ofthe ondulator. To obtam
the most effective generation of radiation, the beam
should be as close as possible to the plane. Because
of the reverse current conductor besides the trans
verse magnetic field, there is a vertically non
uniform constant component of radial magnetic
field in this design. This causes a vertical displace
ment of the circulating beam.

The experiments were made with 3 kA in the
ondulator coil. Under the experimental conditions,
the vertical beam displacement on the azimuth was
about 1 cm toward the ondulator. The amplitude
of magnetic field H m = 0.036 T corresponds to the
given current and displacement of the synchrotron
beam. In this case, the value ay '" 0.13 meets the
conditions of the dipole approximation (see Sec
tion 1). In this approximation, the radiation wave
length is plainly related to the electron energy and
the observational angle

A = Ao/2y2(1 + 92
) (42)

The photographic records ofradiation were made
by "spectral" plates type 2 with sensitivity from
5,000 A to 2,000 A. The photoplates were placed
perpendicularly to the straight section axis at a
distance of 440 cm from the ondulator center.

At a given period of ondulator ,1.0 = 4 cm, the
OR gets into the region of spectral sensitivity of
photoplates beginning from the energy 100 MeV
and above. The maximum electron energy was
defined by the time of switching off high-frequency
voltage on the accelerating resonator of the syn
chrotron. In addition, the pulsed magnetic field of
the ondulator was energized. It reaches its ampli
tude value shortly before ("'0.1 nsec) the switching
off. This operation regime allows us to obtain the
OR from almost monoenergetic electrons. To have
OR in the optical wavelength range, the electron
energy was varied in our experiments from 100 MeV
to 175 MeV. The angular spread of particles in the
beam was 9n ~ !9~ in a given energy interval,
arising to injection conditions and adiabatic damp
ing. It slightly altered the spectral-angular distri
bution of radiation. In agreement with (42), at a
maximum beam energy of 100 MeV we measured
,1.(0 = 0) = 5,000 A. The OR thus falls into a visible

FIGURE 7 Photograph of ondulatory radiation. The energy
is 100 MeV.

range, while the SR is in the infrared range outside
the region of the photoplate sensitivity. A picture
made in this experiment (Figure 7), shows that
only ondulatory radiation is under observation. The
size of the spot is mainly defined by the angular
spread of particles in the beam and by the beam
dimension. In agreement with the theory, photo
plate blackening was not observed at lower energies.
As the energy increases the SR appears in the
visible spectrum range. In Figure 8(a) there is a
photograph of synchrotron electron radiation with
a maximum energy of 175 MeV (the ondulator
being switched off). The left-hand band corresponds
to the radiation at the distant (respective to the
photoplate) quadrant output of the synchrotron
chamber, while the right-hand one corresponds to
the radiation at the near quadrant input. One can
clearly see on the picture a minimum distribution

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 8 (a) Synchrotron radiation from bending magnets.
The energy is 175 MeV. (b) Synchrotron and ondulatory radia
tion. The energy is 175 MeV.
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of radiation intensity in the horizontal plane, cor
responding to the beam axis in the straight section.
The observed discontinuity in the bands may be
accounted for by the fact that the electron radiation
at a given energy in the fringing-field regions of a
straight section (which noticeably moves the elec
tron velocity vector) falls into the infrared range
and is out of reach of the photoplates. A picture of
the radiation of switched-on ondulator is given in
Figure 8b. It shows that at the place of the mini
mum intensity of radiation of Figure 8a, a light
spot is observed, which corresponds to electron
radiation in the transverse periodic magnetic field
of the ondulator. According to (42), the vertical size
of the spot defined by the long-wavelength bound
ary of the photoplate sensitivity is in good agree
ment with the theory. The smaller intensity of
blackening near the ondulator axis is due to
A«(} = 0) = 1700 A, which is out of the region of the
spectral sensitivity of the photoplate. Note also that
the intensity ofondulatory radiation in the particle
oscillation plane is weaker (see Figure 8b), because
the angular distribution of electron radiation in
tensity here is characterized23 by the presence of
the two minima at an angle of () = II)'.

We should note that in our experiments the
effective duration of SR exceeded duration of an
OR pulse by about one order of magnitude. From
a preliminary analysis of the photographs obtained,
it follows that the OR intensity in a single interval
of angle near the ondulator axis is several times
higher than the corresponding SR intensity.

CONCLUSION

In this work, the basic features of the incoherent
ondulatory radiation sources and ondulator types
have been considered. Such sources, like SR ones,
can be effectively used in investigations of solid
spectroscopy, in molecular physics, in biology,
photochemistry, and holography. They may be used
as well as a spectrometric standard for laser pump
ing in the VUV and harder-spectrum regions.

Location of a helical ondulator in straight sec
tions with colliding electron beams makes it pos
sible to produce circularly polarized quasi-mono
chromatic photons of high energy.34 Another
means to get polarized quasi-monochromatic
photons of high energy is utilization of a helical
ondulator with monoenergetic electron beams ob
tained at the largest proton accelerators. 14 One
may effectively use these ondulators for separating

the electron beam from a hadron component 14

as well. The use of OR is also promising for the
diagnosis of electron and proton beam behavior in
synchrotrons and storage rings.38

,41
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